
As far as cyberattacks on your
business, you have to assume

that it’s not a question of “if” but
rather “when.” here are a few
things to keep in mind as we end
2019 and enter 2020.

NEVER ASSUME YOUR
BUSINESS IS TOO SMALL

hackers are trying to find the
easiest access possible. And every
company, municipality, non-profit, and
more is carrying valuable data that cyber-
crooks can monetize — or they may take
advantage of any weaknesses in your system
to gain access and exploit a larger vendor or
client. You might not have been in danger
when hacking required unique skills, but in the
current climate “small” can be the ideal target.

DUE DILIGENCE MUST BE DONE

Eighty-six percent of north American chief
information security officers describe data

your systems to ensure that they are secure.
Make sure you have a plan in place to quickly
recover from the inevitable data breach. 

FIND THE RIGHT INSURANCE COVERAGE

Make sure the coverage you select is the right
one for your business. For example, data
compromise insurance provides limited

coverage to help restore identity or
provide credit monitoring when

there is an unauthorized
disclosure of personal
information. But cyber
insurance covers the full cost to
notify affected individuals of

data breaches, lost business
income and regulatory defense,

and includes many features and tools
to get your organization back to everyday

business activities. A broker with a depth of
cybersecurity experience can help you make
the right decision.

breaches as "inevitable," according to a
Kaspersky Lab survey. You can — and

should — expect to be hacked. You
should have a system in place to

deal with the consequences of
that attack quickly and effectively
in order to safeguard your
business and your customers.

NEVER STOP TRAINING
EMPLOYEES 

Your employees are the most
vulnerable part of your business
from a cybersecurity point of view,
so make sure you train them to be
vigilant and aware. Education on
security practices should extend to
all employees and needs to be ongoing 
to be effective.

MAKE SYSTEMS EASY TO USE AND
AUDITABLE

Your It department should regularly audit

It’s Cybersecurity Awareness Month.
What don’t you know?
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As hackers
become faster,

more numerous, and
more effective, many
companies are
struggling to protect themselves from 
cyber-threats:

n 360,000+ new malicious files detected 
    every day

n 1,188,728,338 known attacks on 
    computers in 2017

n $6 trillion in annual cyber-crime damages 
    to businesses expected by 2021

n $1 trillion+ in annual global spending 
    on cybersecurity by 2021

so, what does the world of cyber-crime and
cybersecurity look like today?

RELAXING IS NOT AN OPTION

Companies today need to continually make it
harder and harder for criminals to get access
and information they can monetize or use for
espionage purposes. they need to make use of
technologies that make it extremely difficult for
criminals to commit fraud, including chips,
PIns, contactless-enabled POs terminals. the
trick is to make the criminal change tactics and
ensure that the integrity of your firewall
protection is as strong and secure as possible.

EVERYONE IS AT RISK

no industry is secure, according to the
Verizon Data Breach survey 2018. Industries
include government/public administration;
retail; professional, technical and scientific
services; manufacturing; information

Mobile malware is on the rise and, although
much of it is more nuisance rather than true
cyberattacks, the potential for infection
exists. so everything must be looked at as a
possible attack. And ransomware — where
documents and systems are literally held
hostage until payment is made — is the top
variety of malware. 

THE INSURANCE SIDE OF THE CYBER
PROBLEM 

Currently the market is flat or even somewhat
soft as far as pricing goes. A lot of carriers
have entered the market in the past year or
so, literally tripling the pool of available
options. Coverage is expanding, including
options such as business interruption and
reputation protection that weren’t available
even two years ago.

MMA has discussed this with a lot of other
brokers and a wide selection of carriers, and
most industry experts are waiting to see which
carriers will survive, where rates will wind up,
and what effect the recent huge claims activity
will have on the market before assessing where
the best values will be. that’s why it pays to
have a good broker that knows the market and

can help you better understand where risk is
lurking and what solutions will best benefit

your company.

MMA CAN HELP

For more information on cyber risks
and cyber insurance, visit MMA’s

cyber liability online resources
or contact Marsh &

McLennan Agency. We
can help organizations

assess and handle
their risk

management.

the state of Cybersecurity
collection and distribution; healthcare;
finance; insurance; education; and travel,
hospitality, restaurant and food service.

that said, the Verizon survey discovered that
58 percent of all victims could be categorized
as small businesses. twenty-four percent of
breaches affected healthcare organizations.
And a growing list of breaches are occurring
in the public sector, including municipalities
and schools. 

WHO’S RESPONSIBLE FOR ATTACKS ON
BUSINESS? 

According to the Verizon survey, 73 percent
were perpetrated by outsiders (a full 50
percent of breaches were carried out by an
organized crime group) and 28 percent
involved someone on the inside — and that
number appears to be growing.

MOST COMMON TACTICS

Forty-eight percent of all breaches featured
hacking with 30 percent including malware.
Forty-nine percent of malware was installed
because of malicious emails.

WHAT ARE THEY AFTER? 

the Verizon survey reported that 76 percent 
of all breaches were motivated by financial
gain. And a growing target for that is
healthcare information. According to
Chubb and Carnegie Melon, social
security numbers are worth
approximately 10 cents each 
on the dark web and a credit card
number will fetch 25 cents.
But healthcare records can
be worth up to $1,000.
Medicare and
Medicaid fraud can
be very, very
profitable.

Organizations must make website security a
critical priority. It’s crucial that every It
department understands all of the potential
risks. With that in mind, here are 15 best
practices your It department should leverage
to help protect your organization:

1. Keep software updated 

2. Protect against cross-site scripting 
     (Xss) attacks 

3. Protect against sQL attacks 

4. Double validation of data 

5. Don’t allow file uploads on your website 

6. Maintain a robust firewall 

7.  Maintain a separate database server 

8. Implement a secure sockets Layer 
     (ssL) protocol 

9. Establish a strict password policy 

10. Use website security tools 

11.  Create a data breach response plan 

12. set up a backend activity log system 

13. Maintain a fail-safe backup plan 

14. train your personnel 

15. Make sure your partners and vendors 
        are secure

Find more details on the 15 Best Practices at
marshmma.com/cyber.

15 BEst PRACtICEs tO PROtECt AgAInst AttACKs



disabled only if they can’t
work at all; they have to wait
at least five months for
benefits to begin; and the
amount they receive will
more than likely be less than
half their income.

Most commonly, both long
and short-term disability
plans provide 60 percent
income replacement, but
employers can choose higher
or lower benefits.  

RAISING THE DISABILITY
COVERAGE PROFILE 

It makes sense to make
sure employees are
aware of what
a disability
policy can
do for them
as well as the
different kinds of policies

available and certain specifics about the
coverage. 

Employers are the main source of disability
insurance in the U.s., so open enrollment is the
perfect time for employees to learn more
about disability coverage.

HOW MMA CAN HELP

Your Marsh & McLennan Agency
representative can help you
figure out which plans make
the most sense to offer as
well as the best ways to
communicate the value
of the benefit to your
employees. Contact
your MMA Employee
health & Benefits
team for more
information.

According to a recent
survey, at least 51

million American workers
don’t have disability insurance
to protect their income if they
can’t work. Yet, a CDC report
shows that one out of every
four Americans will suffer a
disability before age 67 that
will have an impact on their
ability to work. 

We insure our lives, home,
auto and our health. so, why
do employees leave their
income unprotected by
ignoring disability insurance?
Why is it a “forgotten” benefit?

BETTING AGAINST
DISABILITY 

Many employees are betting
that a disabling event either
won’t happen to them, or, if it
does, they will be able to
handle the financial burden. For employers,
other benefits and programs can take priority.
Even pet insurance ranks higher than disability
in many studies.

DISABILITY CAUSES

Work-related injuries are
covered by workers’
compensation, but
many causes of disability
occur outside of work.
guarding against
disability problems in
the workplace or outside
of work is essential. that
can include safety
precautions, safety
training, employee
wellness and stress
reduction.

THE CONSEQUENCES OF DISABILITY

A 2014 study of consumer bankruptcy filings
identified the following as primary reasons:
medical bills, lost job and illness or injury.
Employees without disability insurance are also
less likely to return to work, which means
employers pay out more money ($4,169 on
average) and devote more time (42 days) to
replacing that employee.

DISABILITY: 
THE UNDERVALUED BENEFIT 
Why is income protection not top of mind for employers or employees?

DISABILITY COVERAGE BENEFITS
EMPLOYERS

As recently as 2014, a study done by trustmark
Voluntary Benefits solutions found that

disability and accident
insurance can significantly
reduce workers’
compensation costs. In
fact, at least 30 percent of
employers experience a 25
percent or greater decline
in costs by offering
disability insurance. It can
also enhance an
employer’s benefit
package at no additional
cost if it’s offered through a
carrier that provides
employee-paid benefits. 

DISABILITY COVERAGE BENEFITS
EMPLOYEES

Individuals experiencing a disability will likely
have their income cut off — or at least drastically
reduced — and their expenses will often
increase because of medical needs.

social security provides some disability
coverage, but employees are considered

At least 30 percent
of employers
experience a

25 PERCENT OR
GREATER DECLINE IN 
COSTS by offering

disability insurance.



Employer obligations after FMLA
leave is exhausted  

While Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA)
obligations are typically understood by

most employers, many companies don’t know
how to manage requests for medical leave once
the FMLA leave has been exhausted. Many
employers forget they have a continuing
obligation to accommodate employees where the
accommodation relates to a disability, as defined
by the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).

When an employee seeks accommodation for a
disability, the law requires the employer to engage
in the interactive process. the courts have held
that this is mandatory, not permissive. the process
requires, at a minimum, that the employer and
individual work together to identify barriers that
exist to that individual’s performance of his or her
job duties as well as a range of possible
accommodations that could remove those

difficulties.1 the ADA mentions at least three
categories of “reasonable accommodations”
concerning modifications or adjustments:

n to a job application process that enables a
qualified applicant with a disability to be
considered for the position such qualified

applicant desires 

n to the work environment, or to the manner or
circumstances under which the position held

or desired is customarily performed, that
enable a qualified individual with a disability

to perform the essential functions of that position

n that enable a covered entity’s employee with a
disability to enjoy equal benefits and privileges of
employment enjoyed by its other similarly situated
employees without disabilities.2

When an employee cannot work due to his or her
own serious health condition, the FMLA and ADA
may overlap.3 Many employees who qualify for
leave under FMLA will also qualify for relief under
the ADA, when their condition qualifies as a
disability. One of the primary ways an employee
seeks an accommodation for a disability is to
request additional time off from work.  Considering
how much time off to provide can be tricky and
these situations require a case-by-case analysis.
Employers must also analyze how they have
treated similarly-situated
employees in the past. 

the EEOC has
provided some
comfort to employers
trying to tackle how
much leave is
reasonable. It has
stated that “indefinite
leave — meaning that an
employee cannot say whether or when she or he
will be able to return to work at all — will constitute
an undue burden.”4 Additionally, numerous federal
appellate courts have held that an employee is not
entitled to leave if the duration is unknown.

When employers are posed with difficult
workplace decisions of extended employee leave,
they should consider each situation on a case-by-
case basis. the EEOC does not favor blanket
policies, such as policies where a company

prohibits all extended leaves of absence
beyond FMLA allowance. It is important

to remember that every adverse
employment decision has the
potential for legal
consequences. Employers who
are prepared and proactive in
their approaches to requests

for medical leave will be in a
better position to minimize their 

                                    potential legal risk.

1. 42 U.s.C. § 12112(5)(A).

2. 29 C.F.R. § 1630.2(o)(1)(i-iii) (1997).

3. § 17:2.Overview of FMLA, 1 Disability Discrimination 
     Workplace § 17:2.

4. 2016 EEOC guidance, Undue hardship.



DAMAGE FROM PRODUCT RECALLS: 
NOT JUST FOR LARGE COMPANIES
ANYMORE
Your general liability insurance probably isn’t going to cover it

WEBINARS
WORLD OF CONTRACTS
Oct. 8 – 10-11 AM CDt

NEW CYBER PRIVACY REGULATIONS
AND RISKS IMPACTING U.S.
BUSINESSES
Oct. 15 – 12-1 PM CDt

HEALTH SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
Oct. 17 – 1-2 PM CDt

HR'S ROLE IN ENGAGING
EMPLOYEES
Oct. 22 – 12-1 PM CDt

ACA REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
nov. 21 – 1-2 PM Cst

STORMWATER REGULATIONS 
Dec. 1 – 1-2 PM Cst

UNDERSTANDING ESG
Dec. 11 – 1-2 PM Cst

YEAR END CHECKLIST/FUTURE
FORECAST
Dec. 19 – 1-2 PM Cst

Recorded events and live seminar events
can be viewed and registered for at
MarshMMA.com/Events

companies are now selling products to millions
of people in hundreds of countries. But
manufacturing companies are also using fewer
suppliers, which has caused increased risk.
global supply chains are extremely difficult to
manage and pose more and more challenges. 

BUSINESSES OFTEN UNDERESTIMATE THE
IMPACT OF A RECALL

Many smaller or middle market businesses don’t

believe product recalls are a major concern. they
assume that they are protected, either because
their product is embedded in a larger company’s
product or they assume they are covered by their
general liability policy. neither is true.

SOCIAL MEDIA CAN BE ANTISOCIAL

Using social media can actually exacerbate
recall risk. A false or misleading post can impact
the size of the recall and cause serious
reputational damage. social media can even
have a bottom line impact on companies not
even responsible for the recall. the ease and
availability of social media allows consumers to
spread and share information before companies
can decide on a strategy.  

THE RIGHT INSURANCE AT THE WRONG TIME

A specialized product recall policy not only
covers the financial losses from a product recall
and business interruption, it also helps with
brand rehabilitation. Insurance can cover the
costs of getting the product off the shelves,
shipping the damaged product, addressing the
fundamental problem and even providing 
crisis management.

CALL MARSH & MCLENNAN AGENCY ABOUT
RECALLS

talk with your MMA representative about how
we can help you prepare and plan for the
possibility of a recall event as well as specialized
product recall insurance that can help your
businesses recover faster.

Product recalls are becoming more and
more prevalent. And not just for large,

multi-national corporations either.

Middle market companies, particularly those
doing business with larger companies, can be
caught in situations where products fail to work
or create potential or actual dangers for users.
tougher regulatory scrutiny causes
governments to become stricter. Product safety

regulations for food preparation and packaging,
automotive and consumer goods have
increasingly higher standards.

the rise of complex, global supply chains,
growing consumer awareness, potential
malicious product
tampering (including
possible extortions
threats), and the
pervasiveness of
social media all
contribute to the
increase.

Defective product
problems have generated insurance losses in
excess of $2 billion since 2012. And, although
the frequency fluctuates, there has been a
steady increase over time for both voluntary
and mandated recalls.

RECALLS AREN’T LIMITED TO PRODUCT
DEFECTS 

All manner of recall causes from undeclared
allergens causing food recalls to toxins in
consumer products and incidents of
environmental contamination are on the rise.
Automated manufacturing plants raise the risk
for cybersecurity vulnerabilities. And
nanotechnology and 3D printing could result in
unforeseen recall exposure.

PRODUCT RECALLS ARE GETTING BIGGER

With the advent of more global business,

Cybersecurity case study:
Extra coverage at half 
the cost
MMA was contacted by a Midwestern
bank with around $3 billion in assets.
they had a cyber protection policy but
they didn’t really understand their
exposure or what alternatives they had.

the insurance carrier who wrote their
other insurance policies also placed
their cyber insurance. Unfortunately,
their current broker didn’t have the
expertise to push back. What the bank
wound up with was a limited policy that
was very expensive. It wasn’t a bad
policy, but it didn’t provide nearly
enough coverage and it was far more
expensive than the coverage warranted.

MMA attempted to negotiate with the
existing carrier and, while they were
amenable to offering the kind of
coverage we were recommending, their
premium costs were still higher than we
felt the client should be paying.

We then found a carrier who would
provide the additional coverage for half
the cost of what they were currently
paying. this saved our client $20,000 per
year and provided much better coverage.
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MARsh & McLEnnAn AgEnCY
getting rid of insurance hassles so you can get on with your business. 

Your cybersecurity
may not be as secure
as you think.

Rely on MMA to help you learn where your
security stands and what you need to know.

n Download essential cyber resources

n Access seminar and webinar recordings

n Find out what coverage is available

Learn more at marshmma.com/cyber


